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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Understand
Kishin da sono kokoro, Sore UNDERSTAND
Yugan da hi no kimi wo  sutenai de yo

Nageki atte mukaeru asayake de  kieyuku sono omoi wo
Futoshita koto de shiru murukusa de  hotsureru sono omoi wo

Nigotta me no saki no akari kienu machikado
Yadotta sono kokoro, tayasanai de yo
Hibikanai kimi no saki no mienu asa mo  negau yo
Kitto itsuka...

Kishin da sono kokoro, Sore UNDERSTAND
Yugan da hi no kimi wo  sutenai de yo

Hikara nai kokoro, Sore demo matsu asa no
Tsukan da sono te dake hanasanai de yo
Hibikanai toki wo kake nuketeku aida mo  negau yo
Kitto itsuka...

Fuan de naita kimi mo, Sore UNDERSTAND
Sasatta sono TOGE ga  nukenakute mo

Fusai de naita hibi mo, Sore UNDERSTAND
Yugan da hi no kimi wo  sutenai de yo
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Understand

Your heart is ajar, I understand that
Don't reject how you were on that twisted day 
We are grieving, those memories will disappear with the morning sunrise we go out to meet
I know that it was an accident, those memories will come apart with powerlessness

The light ahead in your muddy eyes does not disappear, on the street corner
It was in your heart, don't get rid of it
I wish for the unseen tomorrow ahead in you, unsounding
Surely, some day...

Your heart is ajar, I understand that
Don't reject how you were on that twisted day

Your heart has no light, but even so I'll wait for tomorrow
Don't let go of my hand
I wish for the unsounding space running through time
Surely, some day...

You cried uneasily, I understand that
Even if the stick thorn won't come out

Those days you cried, shutting yourself away, I understand that



Don't reject how you were on that twisted day
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